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About Us
We are Official Representative QUA Granite - Made in
Turkey, VID Granite Namdinh - Made in Vietnam , and
TAYNEKS Thermoplastic Polyurethane - Made In Turkey
As principal of Granite Porcelain tile factory with QUA
Granite brand and it is made in Turkey.
As the only supplier of sanitary-ware high quality
product with Bien brand from Bien banyo's factory. 



Granite is an igneous rock that gets
formed when exposed to high heat.
Granite tiles are very dense and robust.
Its density and durability make granite
highly resistant to damage or signs of
wear. Its structure is crystalline, and it
contains quartz, mica, and feldspar
minerals.

QUA VID Granite Namdinh

QUA Granite, which
produces different sizes,
thickness and patterns,
moves all the water it uses
during production with a
zero waste principle by
restoring it to nature.

Granite tile that functions
as a tile surface indicator
on interior and exterior
floors that helps people
with disabilities or low
vision use a wheelchair.
VID Granite Namdinh
Tactile is abrasive and easy
to clean.

Granite Tile



TAYNEKS
Thermoplastic
Tactiles are made of
thermoplastic, which bonds to
each surface, when heated by
Propane burner. Natural rough
top layer of thermoplastic,
from which the tactiles are
made, provides an excellent
anti-slip surface, probably the
best on the market and is not
affected by wear and weather
conditions



STAINLESS /
ALUMINIUM TACTILE
Aluminum is ductile and has a low melting
point and density. It can be processed in
several ways in a molten condition. Its
ductility allows aluminum products to be
formed close to the end of the product's
design. 



Keep in
Touch

+62 812-9301-4188

sales@oxajayaindonesia.com

www.oxajayaindonesia.com

Ground Floor Central Business District Pluit, 
Jl. Pluit Selatan Raya No.1, Jakarta 14440


